
Popularization of 
Mathematics 



Putting together efforts

An example: MPE2013



The Recipe

An inspiring theme!

A delocalized organization with partners 
committing to organize activities by using 
their own resources



Some of the realizations

Two daily blogs: one English, one French (out 
of which books were published)!

Public lectures all over the world, with many 
available on line!

An international competition !

An Open Source MPE Exhibition hosted by 
Imaginary at MFO and launched at UNESCO 



Some of the realizations

Special issues of magazines (Pi in the Sky, 
Accromath, College Mathematics Journal, 
Interstices, etc.)!

Popularization material posted on the website: 
AMS Moments, SIAM Nuggets, etc. !

Math Awareness Month 2013, Semaine des 
maths, Celebrating Earth Day!

Resources for the classroom on the website from 
K-5 to College!



Some details

The only budget on my side: 20 K$ for the 
competition and 30 K$ for the MPE Day at 
UNESCO!

A Content Management Website: partners 
were posting themselves their activities!

The International Public Lecture Series was 
sponsored by the Simons Foundation!



The functioning

Two workshops at American Institute of 
Mathematics for preparing the year!

Several committees meeting by phone call 
every two weeks!

An institute maintaining the website: CRM, 
then AIM and now DIMACS



THe lesson

It is worth putting together our efforts! We 
should look for a multiplicative effect where 
the result is more than the sum of the parts.  



Another lesson

The theme was endlessly creative. It could fit 
all ages and cultures. !

It forced us to go outside of our usual maths 



The international dimension

While we organize activities in one place, we 
bring the message that the whole planet is 
celebrating 



The MPE Exhibition

It is on the Open Platform of Imaginary!

It exists in English, French, Spanish, German, 
Turkish and Korean and new versions in Arab 
and Swahili are coming!

The Open Source platform of Imaginary could 
be used for other exhibitions!

A new competition will be held to enrich the 
exhibition



THE MPE exhibition is starting a 
second life

Exhibitions were held in 2015 in Heidelberg, 
London, Tanzania, Dakar see 
www.mathemafrica.org/?p=11774!

More will be held in Africa in 2016: AIMS 
Cameroun (November 2016), Next Einstein 
Forum in Dakar, Senegal (March 2016) and 
several more projects!

The exhibition needs to be adapted to Africa 



The next steps for the exhibition: 
targeting africa

African people like hands-on exhibits. !

Physical exhibits exist, but it is two expansive 
to have them traveling. We are working for 
instructions and files to produce them locally. 
It is also more creative for the local organizers!

African people like story telling: the local 
guides of the exhibition need more material to 
tell stories around the exhibits !



The next steps for the exhibition: 
targeting africa

We need more modules adapted to Africa 
(melting of glaciers is far from their interests) !

The local organizers should ‘’own’’ their 
exhibition.!

This is why Open Source material that can be 
locally adapted is very important.



Joining forces with other disciplines

We have a lot to learn from them. I have seen 
splendid material at a geophysical education 
session!

We are very welcome when we go to them



Celebrating international years

2013: Mathematics of Planet Earth !

2013 International Year of statistics!

2014 International Year of Crystallography!

2015 International Year of Light!

2016 International Year of Pulses??



An international Committee on 
MATh outreach?

The International Mathematical Union (IMU) 
has no such committee!

UNESCO is willing to work with IMU on 
promoting maths education in the developing 
world, including targeting girls!

Have items on Math Outreach in IMU-Net



Looking for multiplicative effect

Translate the material in several languages: 
blogs, exhibitions, magazines. !

Give a second life to old material: we did this 
for MPE with Math Moments of AMS, SIAM 
Nuggets, old articles of Accromath!

Give visibility to the material on several 
platforms



What could be the role of A math 
outreach Committee?

maintaining a website with material!

a website should be lively: a blog every week 
or two weeks?!

having a newsletter



The importance of the message

The message should be scientifically 
significant!

The leitmotiv should be sufficiently illustrated 
that it be digested and remembered!

The message and language should be adapted 
to the targeted public. Ideally, it is multi-level 
so that everybody in the audience, including 
the scientists be interested



Some examples of messages

Mathematics is everywhere!

Mathematics is a living science within science 
and technology!

Through our ‘’mathematical lenses’’ we can 
see what we do not see with our eyes: 
discovering the interior of the Earth, reading a 
CT-SCAN or MRI, etc.!



Some examples of messages

Mathematics contributes to big scientific 
questions like                                                                 
- What are the forces that help maintain 
biodiversity?                                                                
- Nonlinear systems can exhibit ‘’tipping 
points’’, i.e. points of non return. One of them 
is the melting of Arctic ice. 



Some examples of messages

Mathematics offers tools to manage resources 
and organize the planet!

Mathematics offers tools to understand the 
spreading of epidemics and control them



Example: Mathematics provide tools 
to classify objects

An invariant, the skeleton, was introduced by Harry 
Blum in morphology to characterize shapes by means of 

the topology of the graphs of their skeletons. 



The species of bears

black bears!

browns bears (grizzlys)!

white bears

These include



Three black bears


